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consciousness is unnecessary, and full articulation in consciousness 
would consist of impossible slowness. Most of the conscious thinking 
takes the form of vague awareness, where the vagueness stands lor a 
pre-conscious knowledge, which can of ten be so quickly retrieved, 
that one thinks of it as having been conscious all the time. 

THE NATURE OF VISUAL THINKING 

According to Rudolf Arnheim perception itself is cognitive, to see is 
to per form operations on visual materials. The cognitive operations 
called thinking are not the privilege of mental processes above and 
beyond perception but the essential ingredients of perception itself 
It is a question of active exploration, selection, grasping of essentials, 
simplification, abstraction, analysis and synthesis, completion, cor-
rection, comparison and problem solving. These are the ways that 
the mind treats cognitive material at different levels.68 Each of these 
operations is a component of intelligence and of perception. Take, 
for example, the fundamental operation of selection. If one is to se-
lect some aspect of a visual situation for attention, and for further 
processing, then one must select a particular shape, colour, patch, 
or line. The same is t rue of all such operations, which are thereby 
shown to be indisputably both cognitive and conducted from the very 
beginning in visual terms. That is why Arnheim called them visual 
thinking. 

A difference between passive reception and active perceiving is con-
tained in elementary visual experience. Arnheim insists that although 
a retinal projection is given, it is not the essence of perception. That 
given world is only the scene on which most characteristic aspect of 
perception takes place. The perception takes place through glances, 
directed by attention, and focusing the narrow range of sharpest vi-
sion on different aspects.69 It is an active concern of the mind. Per-
ception also consists in the formation of perceptual concepts. Vision 
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deals with the raw material of experience bv creating a corresponding 
pattern of general forms, w hich are applicable not only to the indi-
vidual case at hand but to an indeterminate number of similar cases. 

Arnheim does not want to point out that perceiving is an intellectual 
operation. What lie wants to say is that there are striking similarities 
between the elementary activities of the senses and the higher ones 
of thinking and reasoning. The same mechanisms operate on both 
the perceptual and the intellectual level so that we need terms like 
concept, judgment, logic, abstraction, conclusion, computation, to 
describe the work of the senses.70 

Perceiving accomplishes at the sensory level what in the realm of rea-
soning is known as understanding. Much of human inference depends 
not on deduction, but on inductive probabilistic reasoning under 
conditions ot uncertainty. Everyday inductive reasoning and decision 
making is often based on simple judgment heuristics related to ease 
of memory retrieval and degree of similarity.'1 Gregory has the same 
kind of concept on perception. He thinks that perception can't be 
deductive thinking, because perceiving things is not only a human 
operation. That 's why it is more inductive thinking, and for this rea-
son we can, lor example, experience perceptual paradoxes. '2 Think-
ing can be inductive, and it presupposes selection and choosing. The 
visual concept ol the object derived f rom perceptual experiences has 
three properties. It conceives in itself the image, where the object can 
be seen as three-dimensional, of constant shape, and not limited to 
any particular projective aspect. 

That is why a person's visual concept of the object is based on the to-
tality of observations from any number of angles. It is still a visual con-
cept, and not a verbal definition obtained by intellectual abstraction. 
Sometimes intellectual knowledge helps to fo rm a visual concept. 
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Object 's certain and essential feature will appear best f rom different 
angles. Visual concepts must be distinguished f rom so-called eidetic 
memory images, which make it possible for some people to project 
upon an empty surface an exact replica of a scene they have perceived 
before. We can compare them with afterimages, although they can be 
scanned by eye movements, and this is not possible with afterimages. 
According to Arnheim, eidetic images are substitute percepts and as 
such mere raw material for active vision. For example, the problem of 
surface perception is difficult because the visual system is confronted 
with the problem of untangling the different physical causes of the 
images on our retinas, and filling in missing information when only 
portions of a surface are visible. Much progress has been made in 
understanding how the visual system infers surface structure in some 
simplified images, but still much remains to be done before we have 
a full understanding of how our visual system works.73 

SCHEMES OF THE MIND 

Eidetic images are not constructs of the formative mind like visual 
concepts.74 The visual concept of anything that has volume can be 
represented only in three-dimensional medium, such as sculpture 
and architecture. If we want to make pictures on a plane surface, all 
we can hope to do is to produce a translation, to present some struc-
tural essentials ol the visual concept by two-dimensional means.75 

Also Gombrich point out that an image is translation or transforma-
tion but this transformation has to be reversed to obtain the required 
information.76 In talking about visual concept and perception, it is 
not only a question of image perception but of perception in general. 
For example David Marr and Irving Biederman think that represen-
tations and descriptions of the mind are object-centred. So, a visual 
concept is not just a reflection of some aspect. 
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